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The back burner heats up....

DeskSet II - PostScript in PageStream
Still More 8-bit DTP

Zany Golf
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Courier-Bold
Courier-BoldOblique
Times-Bold
Times-BoldKalic
Bookman-Lightltalic
Bookman-Demiltalic
Palatino-Bold
Palatino-BoldKalic
NewCenturySchlbk-Bold
NewCenturySchlbk-BoldKalic

PostScript® Printing With PageStream®
Dot Matrix Font File - a file containing the scalable

outline fonts for dot matrix and non-PostScript
laser printers. It has an extender of ".DMF".
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"describes" the font characters to the PostScript
printer. It has an extender of ".PS". It is not needed
for fonts which are built into the printer. Its func
tion on a PostScript printer is similar to that of the
Dot Matrix Font File on a dot matrix printer.

All of the built-in PostScript fonts, except Sym
bol and the two Zapfs, are grouped into families of
Normal, Bold, Italic and Bold Italic styles.

The doc that comes with the PageStream Font
Editor has a Font Identification Information table
which lists a lot of fonts and their suggested font iden
tification numbers. It appears that Soft-Logik is not
following that exact numbering system. For instance,
in the table Helvetica and Helvetica-Bold have dif
ferent ID numbers, but the Helvetica fonts that come
with PageStream all have the same ID number. This
would seem to be the preferred way to set up the num
bering (by font family), otherwise it would probably
be hard for the program to keep track of which printer
fonts to use for the different attributes.

While we're talking corrections, the font editor
doc says that Publishing Partner printer fonts have an
extender of ".DMF". This should be ".PFf".

Before you toss aside your Journal and spend 28
hours setting up a file full of fonts to match those in a
PostScript printer, is there anything else you need to
know? Probably.

Facinating Font Facts
From the Floundering Fool

If you have a set of Publishing Partner screen
fonts (" .FMf" extender) matching the set of Normal
PostScript fonts, similar to those previously sold by
the Font Factory (now by Magnetic Images and avail
able at your friendly retailer), you can convert them to
Pagestream font files, using the PageStream Font

A
prel iminary
version of a font
editor has been in
cluded with the release of
PageStream, Version 1.5. At
the present time it is limited to
converting Publishing Partner fonts
to the PageStream configuration.

I wanted to convert the Font Factory
screen fonts which correspond to those built into my
PostScript laser printer, so that I could access the full
range of those built-in fonts.

To do this I needed to know the name assigned to
each font by Adobe Systems, the developers of
PostScript.

In case you want to convert your fonts, the names
of the usual built-in PostScript fonts are:

Helvetica Helvetica-Bold
Helvetica-Oblique Helvetica-BoldOblique
Helvetica-Narrow Helvetica-Narrow-Bold
Helvetica-Narrow-Oblique Helvetica-Narrow-BoldOblique
AvantGarde-Book AvantGardErBookOblique
AvantGarde-Demi AvantGardErDemiOblique
ZapfChancery-Mediumltalic
Courier
Courier-Oblique
Times-Roman
Times-Italic
Bookman-Light
Bookman-Demi
Palat ino-Roman
Palatino-Italic
NewCenturySchlbk-Roman
NewCenturySchlbk-Kalic
ZapfDingbats
9ymbol

Each PageStream font consists of several files.
These can include the following:

Screen Font File - what you will see on the monitor.
It has an extender which indicates its unscaled
point size and screen resolution, normally 1.12H".

Font Metrics File - a file containing measurements,
such as the width of each character, the kerning
pairs, etc. It has an extender of ".FM".
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Editor, as detailed in the editor doc. If you don't care
about converting the dot matrix fonts (" .PFT" ex
tender), you can skip that part.

After conversion you will have sets of files for
each font. Each set should have a Screen Font File
(" .12H" extender) and a Font Metrics File (" .FM" ex
tender); and a Dot Matrix File (".DMF" extender) if
you wanted one.

Now you need to make PostScript ID files for
each font, again following th~ editor doc instructions 
except - for the built-in PostScript fonts you don't need
to have" .DMF" extender files, only" .FM" extender
files and you should not put in a Download Name at
the bottom of the dialog box that requests that infor
mation. Do put in the correct Adobe font name at the
top of the box.

At this point you've either said the hell with it or
have a set of files with ".PSF" extenders. In the latter
case, LOAD a ".PSF" file into the font editor. Click on
"SET" in the main menu and "PSF Info" in its drop
down. Change the existing Adobe name to one of the
other fonts names from the same family. For instance
change Helvetica-Narrow to Helvetica-Narrow-Bol
dOblique. Change the Attribute Number to match the
name. In our example it would be 00003.

SAVE the changed It .PSF" file under a new
name; again using our example, maybe
"m...V_NBO.PSF".

Go back to the "PSF Info" dropdown and once
again, change the Adobe name to another one from the
same family, change the Atribute Number to match,
SAVE under a new".PSF" file and then repeat one
more time to get the four variations of each PostScript
font family (except for Symbol and the Zapfs).

Do not change the font identification number
within anyone family of four fonts.

Check out the Tymes and Helv font files that
come with PageStream for examples of what you are
trying to do.

Remember: Helvetica and Helvetica-Narrow are
from two different families in this scheme of things.

At this point you should be able to stick these
files in your PSFONTS folder and print up a storm.
However you may have noticed that you don't have a
matching" .FM" extender file for each" .PSF" file.
That will cause all of the variations in a family to have
the same character widths as the Normal font for that
family.

You can go through an exercise similar to the
above to make a bunch of "cloned" ".FM" files, but
then you will need to go in and manually assign each
character a new width. Unless you have a table of
width values, I would suggest forgetting about that for
now and just loosen up your character spacing for bold
and italic characters if need be.





•• FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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At Last- lCD, Inc. has released SpartaDOS X, the progressive disk
operating system destined to revolutionize Atari 8-Bit performance
with its magnified approach to enhanced power, unique support and
generous DOS amenities.

SPARTADOS
HAS ARRIVED!

WITH

FEATURES

These qu.alities and many more rank SpartaDOS X as the disk
operating system of the future ... for today' s Atari 8-Bit user. X-actly
what your Atari computer has been waiting for!

SpartaDOS X's strength is concealed within a special ICD cartridge
that plugs directly into the computer and provides a piggyback
extension for an additional cartridge. Its technical sophistication and
profound capabilities result in an array of unprecedented features that
expose limitless applications and accomplishments for all Atari 8-Bit
computers, including the original Atari 800 when upgraded with an
Axlon-compatible memory board

THAT

MAKE

IT

WORTH

THE

WAIT

••
Not only does SpartaDOS X cater to the entire Atari 8-Bit line, but II
also employs full use of extra memory with RAMdisks supported up •
to 1 MB and high speed operation when teamed with either Indus GT •
or Atari XF551 drives. Not to mention SpartaDOS X's •
lightning-quick ARC utilities credited for storing, compressing and •
extracting files with record-setting speed and efficiency. •••••
• Suggested retail price $79.95

• For ordering information call or write:

ICD
lCD, Inc. • 1220 Rock Street
Rockford, IL • 61101 • Attn: SDX
815-968-2228
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MACWORLD Expo
San Francisco

January 21,1989
By Darryl May

First Printed in the SLCC Journal.

How does a show sponsored by APPLE to
showcase its Macintosh computers hold any in
terest for an ATARI user? I only went there to
visit with Neil Harris of GEnie. I laid down $20
for a three day pass to the exhibits only, since
no one day pass was offered. Another $55 would
have been necessary if I wanted to attend any
of the conterences. I quickly exchanged my rather
plain ticket/name tag for the more stylish green
credit card type that is used at CES and COM
DEX.

The Expo was large; the program guide lists
1400 hooths covering the Moscone Center and
Civic Center. I overheard someone saying that
there were 55,000 people at the show. The expo
reminded me of the West Coast Computer Faires
that happened during the earlier part of this
decade. By far the MACEXPO is the biggest and
best computer show in Northern California.

I think I saw a friendly face in SUPRA's booth
but they were busy selling their 2400 baud
modem. I wandered by Antic's booth and got
a standard show " Hello" from one of their peo
ple but I don't think she recognized me, even
though I had bumped into her at a number of
ATARI shows.

I was a little surprised to see Brian Sarrazin
formerly of Antic and Soft-Logik manning the
booth for New Horizon, an Amiga/Mac software
developer. Brian has always been a free spirited
marketing guy living on the edge~

At Broderbund's booth I talked with my favorite
sales representative. She informed me about
Broderbund's hahit of releasing european games
including Star Wars for the ST. I also found out
that a version of the game "Clean Streets" was
available for the ST.

At tirst, I felt a little out of place, like everyone
knew that I was an ATARI user but I soon
discovered that this show was not just about the
Mac hut ahout new high-tech devices that just

happened to be connected to the Mac. I marveled
at new technologies including a hand size scan
ner, a plasma screen the size of a small child,
a video picture disk player, a video projector,
a color picture quality postscript compatible laser
printer, and numerous real-time color digitizers.
Most of the devices that I looked at had either
a serial or SCSI type of connection port. The
ST comes with a serial port. So far the SCSI to
DMA (ACSI) converters for the ST are only used
in hard disk drives. They are available from com
panies like SUPRA, lCD, and Berkeley
MicroSystems.

I questioned one company's representative
about their hand scanner. I found out that the
scanner required a perfectly flat surface and had
a large roller on the bottom to keep you going
in a straight line. Interesting effects could be made
by moving the scanner in a wavy manner. On
the hand scanner I was looking at there were swit
ches for dot density from 100 to 400 dpi and even
a switch for line-art or half-tone; All this was
handled through a small box. The Navarone scan
ner for the ST includes these features but through
software.

Another item that caught my interest was an
ingenuous little power cord called CONTROL
POWER that requires a key to turn on the power
to your computer. CONTROL POWER replaces
your power cord like the one used with your ST
computer, some ATARI monitors, and the
ATARI hard drives (SH204, SH205). Once the
CONTROL POWER cord is plugged into your
power port, you then use a very unusual key to
lock it into place. There is a small box attached
to the middle part of the power cord, which is
used to turn on the power or lock out the power
with a more standard type of round key. CON
TROL POWER is available for about $80 from
DOSS Industries of 1224 Mariposa; SF,CA
94107; (415) 861-2223.
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There was a SEIKO watch model number RC
4500 that had a serial input/output port on it's
~)ide to import and export text. 80 pages of TEXT
ran be stored and displayed in this watch . You
could download your address book, your appoint
ment schedule, your "To Do List", your daily
reminders, project details, your clients phone
numbers, price list information, a section of a
spreadsheet or database, or any other text file.
The watch IS packaged as WristMac and is sold
with software for the Mac for $225 from Triton
Products and Ex Machina, Inc. Triton Products
can be reached at PO Box 8123; SF, CA 94128;
(800) 227-6900. Ex Machina, Inc. can be reached
at 45 E. 89th Street; NY, NY 10128; (212) 831
3142. It should be a simple task to make an adap
tor for the ST.

I found a company called CompuCover selling

Control Power

a very thin clear plastic keyboard cover called
KEYSKIN. Once the cover is attached it becomes
almost transparent, like a clear plastic glove on
your hand. The cover fits every contour of your
keyboard. I ordered one for my 520ST. The nor
mal price is $25.95. There is also a version of
keyboard cover for the 1040ST and 200+ other
kinds of keyboards. CompuCover can located at
2104 Lewis Turner Boulevard; Fort Walton
Beach, FL 32548; 1-800-874-6391 or 1-904-862
448.

I laughed, I cried, I kissed 20 bucks goodbye.
In all, I think I learned something, and most im
portantly, no one got hurt.

SEIKO Watch

KEYSKlN

Noto::: This article was typo::so::t with o.:skS<:\ II and prinlo::d on tho:: Alari SLM804 laso::r prinlO::r. Many thanks to Eric.



Review of Will Harvey's Zany Golf (Electronic Arts)
Oub discount price at Winner's Cin:le approx. $29.95
Review copy provided by Winner's Cin:le, BeIk:eley

Review by Jennie Kliewer Recommended for ages 10 and up

Frank and I have played this game about fifty
or sixty times both together and solo, so this will
give you some hint as to if it is enjoyable..Each
time we play we groan when we get to the Pmball
Machine or the Magic Carpet but even if we don't
make it past those holes, we always return for
more.

The game differs from the real miniature golf
course by having you start out with five strokes
and if you use all five without getting in the hole,
you are illl1 of the game. There is no "oops, that's
five, count six" and go on to the next hole. In fact,
when you are down to your last stroke, a large
print message appears at the top of the screen:
PLAYER ONE, TIllS IS YOUR LAST STROKE
(as if you aren't totally aware of that already).. If
you have some strokes left over they are carned
into each successive hole and added to the par
strokes. It is pretty important to have some
left-over stokes from the first hole since you will
really need them in the ~ore difficult h~les lat.er.
This is one drawback If you are playmg wIth
younger members of the family. One way of
getting around it is giving a younger player (or any
player who needs it) two balls instead of one.There
are four balls: red, blue, white and black. So one
player can be red and blue. Then, if. red g~ts

eliminated early, the player can contmue WIth
being player "blue".

A player may also accumulate extra strokes by
"hitting the fairy". Apparently, one of ~~ authors
had a bad experience or dream about fames whe~
he was a child because you have to actually hIt
this poor little fairy who appears randomly
throughout the game in different places on
the"green". If you do manage to hit her, you are
awarded 3 strokes. I have run over her several
times and don't expect to get any money if I ever
loose a tooth.There is also a "timer bonus" feature
for getting more strokes but I will let you find out
about that.

Now, onto the really great art work. The
beginning pictures that introdu~e e~ch hole a~e

really quite fabulous. My favonte IS the MagIC
Carpet which has a white Persian-style castle atop

Golf

a flying carpet. Ian Gooding, a Cal Art's student,
has really done an outstanding job in the program.
The bouncing hamburger hole took a lot of work
to get two buns, lettuce, a pickle, the beef and
onion rings to bounce up and down apart from
each other. You will have to see it. If you look
closely, you can see Ian's signature on the ketchup
bottle. You may have wondered what a bouncing
hamburger is doing in a golf game. Well, this is
what makes the ZANY part. Not only do you have
the traditional windmill where you have to "time"
the blades to get your ball in the opening, the
creators have gone much further, creating a
fantasy game which surprises and delights you the
first time you encounter each new hole. The
computer music is also very good. Its by Douglas
Fulton, a composer at Stanford's computer music
lab. At first I thought I might get tired of the
relentless circus type sound, similar to a
merry-go-round. But actually it doesn't play all the
time, just at the beginning of the hole and it sets a
playful mood. The only criticism we have of this
game is that the white dotted line used to aim the
ball is very difficult to work with. A solid line
would have been easier to see but maybe that just
adds to the challenge. Now for some hints. Stop
reading now if you want to approac~ the game
without anything to help you and use this part later
after you have played the game a few times and
become totally frustrated with the Pinball hole.

We can't give you any hints on the Magic
Carpet. Frank calls it the "hole from hell". But,
when you get to the Pinball ho~e, plac~ your
cross-hair cursor on the bottom tnangle With the
right side of the cross lined up with the right
comer of the triangle (see below).

Hamburger hole-use the left hand spot for
your ball, click several times to get the hamburger
jumping very high.

Walls-hit the ball about one second after the
first wall has gone down to actually hit the third
wall and bounce into the center arrow space.

Hope you enjoy it. JK

--



8-Bit DTP -- Still.

Well, don't tell all those folks in
Cincinnati that I have been working
on the 8-bit DTP but, obviously 1
have. The Ohio Group is waiting for
the PBI Drive software - has oeen
waiting for a long timey1. I guess. The
problem is that fhe PoI stuff is not
fun like hacking around with the
DeskJet. So, Just for any fellow
Editors out there (hi, Texas!)" here
are ~ome more 8-bit publishing
technIques.

First

First thing is a little review.
- Got a Hewlett-Packard DeskJet. Makes
the same kinda dots as it's big brother, the
LaserJet. but, at half the price.
- Got a Times font cartridge. 4 to 14 points
in a can! Now, the characters look right, but
the print line needs to be justified.
- A blast from the past, Printer Driver
Construction Set (ANTIC), got us in the
program there.
And that's as far as we went last time.

What's new?

When you do the printer driver, you enter
character spacing values for font G3 only. The other
two choices are mono-spaced, so you are effectively
limited to a single Times point size (unless you want
ragged margins again). With a little byte tweaking,
the driver can be made to think that ALL fonts are
proportional. This gives you a choice of three
proprtional character sizes if you need them (there
is a helvetica cartridge available also). All the point
sizes will Justify and Centering now works (sort of 
you must reset the Right Margin when you change
fonts to adjust for the different character widths).
Just to show off, I did these first three paragraphs in
the three Fonts, Justified and with Centered headers
on a 3.5 inch column. All automagically!! To alter a
COpy (but, buy the original, OK?) of POCS, search
the driver (AUTORUN.SYS) for this sequence of
bytes:

$FO $15 $AE $07 $20 $CO $02 $FO $OE

and change them to:

[$A4 $A9] $AE $07 $20 $CO $02 [$A4 $AYj

The first pair makes Gl proportional, the second
affects G2.

The values that I entered for the G3 character
widths were for the 10 point Times. After making
this change to the driver, AW thinks everybody is 10
point Times, even though it tells the printer to print
whatever size you have chosen. Because of this, you
must change the margin if you want AW to keep
things lined up. For these three point sizes (14,12
and 10), I used a margin width of 24,28 and 34. To
produce true centering, I also changed the margin
for the sub-headings between paragraphs (which are
14pt).

Anything else?

At the last attempt, we were still running the form
thru the printer twice. Once for the right column and
once for the left column. This is not TOO big of a
prohlem. Unless we add graphics. Now, we are
looking at running it thru THREE times. If we want
borders, will we have to print this thing FOUR
times? Egads! I'll be an old man before I get the
Journal printed .... One thing we can do to cut down
on the hassle is to Print the AtariWriter output to a
disk drive as a file. Nice way to do this is the
AWOSK2.CRE file in the OL3 section of the
ATARI8 SIG on CompuServe. Append the POCS
driver to the AWDSK2.0BJ file and you're ready to
roll. Hold down OPTION when you select (P)rint
and a file will be written to the disk that has all the
information that would have gone to the printer.
With this data, we can write a simple Basic program
to INPUT and PRINT the text. Of course, we can
add all kinds of embellishments to the page while
printing the characters. Like, a GR.8 picture of your
favorite uncle?
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• Features: •

•
•

•
•
•
•

Specifications: •

Suggested Retail Price $899.95 •

• Capacity: 155.7 MB on a single data cassette
• Average Read/Write Speed: 116.2 K bytes/second
• Data Density: 12.800 bpi
• MTBF: of greater than 10.0c0 POH

(that's five years of use. eight hours a day)
• Soft Error Rate Is less than 1 in 1d' bits
• Hard Error Rate is less than 1 In 1012 bits

(as good as most hard drives)

1220 Rock Street
Rockford, Illinois 61101
(815) 968-2228 • FAX: (815) 968-6888ICD

• Fast. safe. error free backup keeps your valuable data totally secure. Tape
backup mode runs 5-6 MB/min. (Requires an ICD ST Host Adapter in the
system.)

• Individual file recovery on restore (under TOS or MS-DOS partitions) with user •
frlendly graphic Interface through GEM. Spectre 128 and Magic Sac partltlons
are also supported In Image backup mode.

• FA"ST Tape Backup will share Its case with a hard drfve for a powerful. complete
system. Drives from 20 MB to 170 MB are available. Makes a rugged. reliable. •
compact system... the perfect solutlon for business and MIDI appllcatlonsl

• A battery backed up clock is Included along with SCSI and DMA output ports
for daisy chaining.

• SCSI IDs are easily selected on the back of the case. This allows easy daisy
chaining with other hard drives and SCSI devices. •

• FA"ST Tape Backup can be shared with other computers simply by moving It
from system to system and replacing the economical tapes.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
FA-sT is 0 l/Odemorlc of ICD. Inc.. GEM is 0 trademark of Digitel Re.earch. Inc.. Magic Soc is 0 l/Odemarlc of Dote
PacifIC. Inc.. Spectre 128 is a hodemarlc of Gadgets by SmoU. Inc.. MS-DOS is a I/Odemark of MicroJOft Corp.. ros
and Ateri ST are hodemark. of Alori Corp.

:.:.:.:.:.:::::::.:.:
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It has come to my attention that
some of you Atari 8-bit folks out
there would like to see some
soft\\- J.re to put in the PIa disk drive.
I printed a schematic of sorts for the
hardware and now the project needs
some smarts, doesn't it? I have almost
finished the source code for the thing
but, it looks like it will take 4 pages
of three column text to print the
mother! This is NOT going to be fun
for you all to type this in. It is also
going to cost our club some bucks
and put a bunch of ST types to sleep.
Zzooooo .... I will send a hardcopy to
anyone that requests it and for some
reason can't download it from DL3
on the Atari8 SIG of Compuserve.
Just send me a SASE and you'll get a
copy as soon as it's done (it's soooo
close!).

Bob Woolley - SLCC
P.O. Box 1506
San Leandro, CA 94577-0374

QtOO;PDSK24,M65 01/29/89
0110 :
0120.
0130 ;
Ot-10STATUS" $30
OL~O SAV301 " $31
0160 SRCPl 0 " $32
0170 SRCEHI ,,$33
OHiO nESTLO = SJ.ot
0190 DFSTHI " $35
0200 SRCCTl = $36
0210 DSTCTl " $37
0220 speTLO " $38
0230 SECTHI " $39
0240 PTR ..\CK " SJA
0250 PSECTR " $18
0260 HDSLCT " $3C
0270 SCNSHW = $022P
0280 DVS'TAT" $02EA
0290SDEVIC = $0300
0300 SBUNIT ~ $0301
0310 DCOMND '" $0302
0320 DSTATS = $0303
0330 DELIPLO = $0304
0340DRUPHI " 50305
0350 DB'VTI a = $0308
0360 DAYTHI = $0309
0]70DAUXOI " $030A
0380 DAUX02 = $0308
0]90 CMDSTA = $DIDO
CI400TRKREG = S0101
Q4tOSECREG '" $0102
0420 DATREG = SDlO]
0430CTLREO = $0180
0440DEVSBL = $DIFF
0450 SCNCTL = $0400
0460 NMIVEC = $PPPA
0470 ;
0480 ;
0490 ;
0500 • = S080G
0510 ;
0.S20;

gng :~~~ ~~g,$;0$<J:,$~003
0550 BYTE $00
0560 ;
0570 IMP SIOVECT ;$D805
0580 IMP TRPvEcr ;$0808

g~~; BYTE $91 ;$080B
0610 BYTE $00,$00,$00,$00
0620 BYTE $00,$00,$00,$00
0630 .BYTE $00,500,$00,$00
0640 .BYTE $00
0650 ;
0660 ;
0670;$0819- INITVECTOR
0680 LOA 1$80
0690 STA $02017 ;DEV BIT
0700 JSR INIT1772
0710 JSR CLRORIVS
0720 RTS
0730 ;
0740IRPVECT
0750 RTS
0760 ;
0770 ;
0780 POEVIC .BYTE $31
0790 SMAXLO .BYTE $DO
0800 SMAXHI .BYTF. $02
0810CLRSTA .BYTE $01
0820 CMDREI .BYTE $8B
0830 ;
08010 ;ICO RAMBO
0850ANnnVT

0860 .RYTE $83
087fJORIIST
0880 BYTP 'S20,'S201.$28,S2C
0890 .BYTE'S40,S44,$018,'S4C
0900 .BYTE $60,'S64,$68,'S6C
0910 ,HYTP $00,$04,$08,SOC
0920 :
09300RVTBI
flCMO .BYTE $orJ,$OO,$OIJ,SOO
0950 .BYTP. $OO,$Oo,$O!J,SOO
0960 ;
0970 PBUNIT
0980 .BYTE $00
0990 ;01 OErA.ULT = $17
1000 ;OlALTERNATE =S2P
1010 ;02 OEPAULT=$C7
1020 ;D2ALTERNATE =$0£1
1030 :
lQ40CfGTBL, OPVLOADEO
1050 .BYTE $00
HMO,
1070 :ACTIVE CONFIGURATION
1080 ;
1090 NUMTRK .BYTE $28
1100 SKRATE .BVTE S03
1110 N5ECHI .BYTE $00
1120 NSECLO ,BYTE $12
1130 MAXHDS .BYTE $01
1140 OENSTY ,BYTE $04
1150NBYTTif .BYTE $01
1160 NBYTL 0 .8YTF $00
1170 OVPRES ,BYTE $40
1180 BLANKIBYTE $00
1190 ALAMO .BYTE $00
1200 BLANK3BYTE. $00
1210 ;
1220 :COMMANOS

:il8 kE.SfOR ,BYTE $03
1250 SKVRrY .BVTE $17
1260 ROSECT .BYTE $80
1270 WRSECT .BYTE SAO
1280 ROAOOR .BYTE $CO
1290 ROTRAK .BYTE SPP
1300 WRTRAK .BYTE SPP
1310 BLANK4 .BYTE. SOO
1320 BLA NK5 .BYTE SOO
1330nLANK6 .BYTE $00
1340 aT ANK7 .BYTE $00
1350 LSTRAK .B'TE $00
1360 ;

~~~~: -START·

1390 SIOVECT
1400 LOA SOEvrc
1410 CMP PDE.VrC
1420 BNE STOmJSS
1430 LDY SI3UNIT
1440 DEY
1450 CPY,$08
1460 Bes SroBUSS
1470 LDA ORVTBL,Y
1480 BNE PIOORIV
1490 ;
1500 SIOBtJSS
1510 CLC
1520 RTS
1530 ;
1540,
1550PIOORTV
1560 STA PBUNIT
1570 BMI BOI
1580 CMP CPGTBL
1590 BEQ 801
1600 STA CPGTBL
1610 JsR [ OADCNPG

1620 BOll DA OCOMNO
1630 CMP 1 $21
1640 BEQ PRMTCMO
1650 CMP 1$4£
1660 BEQ RDCONPG
1670 CMP I $4P
Wlf) BEQ WRCONPG
1690 CMP I $50
1700 BEQ WRTSECT
17tO CMP 1$52
1720 BEQ READSEC
1730 CMP '$53
1740 BPQ STATCMO
175f) CMP 1$58
1760 SEQ WRTSECT
1770 LOA CMDRE!J
1780 ,
1790 RETURNP
1800 STA DSTATS
1810 TAY
1820 SEC
1830 RTS
1840,
1850; • COMMANDS·
1860 ;
1870 PRMTCMD
1880 BIT PBUNIT
1890 BMI B02
1900 1MPTRKPRMT
1910 B021MP RAMPRMT
1920 ;
1930 :
19010 RDCONPG
1950 BIT PRUNIT
1960 BMI B03
1970 1SR OBtJP20Sf
1980 J5R CNPG2SRC
1990 1SR MOVCNPG
2000 LOA CLRSTA
2010 1MP RETUR~P
2020 ;
2030 B03 LOA CMORF1
2(140 IMP RETURNP
2050 :
2060 ;
2070 WRCONPG
2080 BIT PBUNIT
2090 8MI BOo1
2100 ISR DBUP2SRC
2110 1SR CNPG2DST
2120 15R MOVC~PG

2130 ISR STORCNPG
2140 LOA CLRSTA
2150 1MP RETURNP
2160;
2170 B04 I OA CMOREJ
2180 1MP Rt!TURNP
2190·
2200 :
2210 WRTSECT
2220 BIT PBUNIT
2230 BMI B05
2240 JMP WRTPSEC
2250,
2260 B05 JMP ROSKWRT
2270;

~r~READSEC
2300 BIT P8UNIT
2310 BMI806
2320 IMP ROPSECT
2330 .
2340 B061MP RDISKRD
2350 :
2360 ;
2370 STATCMD



General Meeting 1/5/89

The January meeting was

called to order at 8 : lOP M b y

Pre sid e n t Barton. Roll Call of

Officers: Present: Barton &

Moran. Excused: Abbott (working). Absent:

Hood (Goofing Off).

President Barton noted that the newsletter

calendar was in error and there would be an ST

SIG meeting on January ninth. (The Editor will be

flogged at the ST SIG). There will not be an ST

SIG meeting in February due to a library holiday.

It was noted that ATARI has stated that this was

their year for TV advertisements and believe it or

not several members have already seen a couple of

them.

8 Bit software chairmen, Cliff and Mark

demonstrated this month's floppy which has a new

operating system on it as well as Inferno, a new

game.

Program Chairman Keith Sammons introduced

the first speaker of the night, Jim Kronrod. Jim

teaches a class on Microcomputer Electronics at

Chabot Science Center.

Jim discussed the main points and objectives of

his course, which is primarily a hardware course

that is lab oriented and set up to explain the

basics, all on a self paced basis. He explains the

differences between Hex, Dec & Binary numbers

and also covers Boolean logic. The classes are

heidon Saturday mornings from 9:30 till 12:30.

Those interested should contact Keith Sammons

for particulars.

The second speaker of the evening was David

Hawkins who writes the "ATARI ST" column in

the MICROTIMES paper. David also hosts the

ATARI Conference on the" WELL" BBS. ( Whole

Earth 'Lectronic Link )

David talked about his column in

MICROTIMES, and what his plans and objectives

for it are. There will be a continuing ATARI

column in MICROTIMES even though there have

been some misses lately. The WELL BBS was

started three years ago as a place where people

could meet online without spending an arm and

leg. The WELL has succeeded in this and it has

grown and improved while keeping the charges

quite reasonable. There is a direct line from the

east bay so the phone bill won't get out of hand.

Those interested can call the WELL's modem

number to register. (415-332-6106) The cost is $8

a month and $3 per hour online. Not too shabby

considering it runs on a VAX computer with 23

phone lines.

Following a short break the meeting reconvened

with the raffle drawing and continued with a

general question and answer period until

adjournment at 9:40 PM.

Respectfully Submitted - Jim Moran - Secretary

A special thanks to:

Winner's Circle
We have received a ton of software from them

to raffle off. The last batch included Crafton &

Xunk, Phoneix, Major Motion and Altair.

Thanks again, Vincent and Franz!

Stop by and see their amazing selection



February 1989
SLCC CALENDAR OF EVENTS

SUNDAY MONDAY TIJESDAY WEDNESDAY lHURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
MAIN Executive Board

MEEfING Meeting
8PM

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
NOSTMTG.

,~
ST Software

LIBRARY SIG8PM

HOLIDAY

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Teleconun SIG Sf Beginners JOURNAL

8PM SIG 7:30PM DEADLINE

26 27 28
Pascal SIG ?PM
Business SIG

8PM

Now That It's Plugged In.....

The SLCC has two SIGs (Special Interest Groups) designed to introduce members to the operation of their
Atari computers. System set-up, DOS, keyboard functions, and other introductory material is discussed.
The ST group meets on the fourth Wednesday of every month, while the 8-bit sessions are scheduled on an
as-required basis. Contact the appropriate SIG leader for information and directions.

Sig leaders and their phone numbers are located on page 3.

15



Sig Hartman will be our guest speaker at the
February meeting. If you have ever wanted to

ask Atari a question or voice an opinion,
come to this meeting~ This is as close to

"Atari" as you are ever likely to get.

JIl-

SLCCJ
ournal D

P.O. Box 1506 San Leandro, Ca. 94577-0374

Next Meeting:
February 6, 1989

8:00PM

San Leandro
Community Library


